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1. Consciousness (n) (the state of understanding and 

realizing something) Consciousness is required for taking 

right decisions. 

2. Conscientiousness (concerned with doing something 

correctly) I am conscientious that examination needs 

hardworking to be passed. 

3. Accessary (n) (a helper) I need an accessary in my project. 

4. Accessory. (adj) (additional) Your idea is accessory in this 

project. 

5. Abject (adj) (miserable, terrible) Our journey was very 

abject that we faced several challenges in the way. 

6. Abate (v) (grow less) After the rain stopped, the storm 

started to abate slightly in 2007. 

7. Abet (v) (help, encourage) Every father must abet his 

children in difficult circumstances. 

8. Ingenious (adj) (very clever) He is ingenious at finding the 

false. 

9. Ingenuous (adj) (honest, sincere) I am ingenuous 

regarding for my career. 

10. Obsolete (adj) (no longer in use) Ballad is an obsolete 

type of poetry. 

11. Fantastic (adj) (extremely good) It is a fantastic idea. 

12. Fanatical (adj) (extreme in wishes and emotions) He 

is fanatical in the religion. 

13. Refrain (v) (to stop oneself from doing something) 

He refrained his friend from smoking cigarettes.  
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14. Accede (v) (to agree with an opinion or proposal) I 

am acceded to the proposal of Sana Baloch for disabled 

persons. 

15. Acceptation (n) (the usual accepted meaning) There 

are many acceptations of the word ‘ostentation.’ 

16. Concede (v) (admit to be true) He forced me to 

concede him right.   

17. Honorable (adj) (respectable) Shakeel is honorable 

person in the society. 

18. Honorary (adj) (give honor to someone) I was given 

honorary welcome by people in USA. 

19. Statesman (n) (an experienced politician) American 

people believe in the ideology of statesman. 

20. Adept (n) (skillful) Amer Khan is an adept actor. 

21. Admittance (n) (the right to enter) I want admittance 

for Oxford. 

22.  Grateful (adj) (expressing thank) I am grateful to you 

that you have fulfilled my wish. 

23. Gratify (v) (to satisfy someone) I am gratified by your 

argument in this issue. 

24. Aisle (n) (corridor) I found him sitting in aisle after his 

father slapped him. 

25. Isle (n) (island) I want to live in an isle. 

26. Irritate (v) (to make someone anger, annoyed or 

impatient. To make (part of body) sore or painful) Never 

irritate your friends before the people. 
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27. Corroborate (n) (to prove a statement or theory by 

providing information) Your research corroborated my 

research. 

28. Conform (v) (to obey or agree with something, to be 

similar to) Your search topic conforms to my research 

topic. 

29. Consecutive (v) (following one after another) Shoaib 

Malik took wickets on three consecutive balls. 

30. Contagious (adj) (pass one to another) It is a 

contagious virus spread in our village. 

31. Contiguous (adj) (adjoining) Pakistan is contiguous 

with Iran.  

32. Contemptuous (adj) (full of hatred) He is always 

contemptuous to me. 

33. Corporal (adj) (relating to body) Corporal punishment 

is banned for students in the schools. 

34. Corporeal (adj) (physical) Corporeal torture affects 

the organs of body. 

35. Cymbal (n) (a musical instrument) I want to play 

cymbal. 

36. Contemn (v) (despise) I contemn loose friend. 

37. Diseased (adj) (ill, sick) Modern people are diseased 

with extra usage of technology.  

38. Defective (adj) (having fault or flaw) Sheraz is a 

defective person. 
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39. Deficient (adj) (not having enough of something) 

There are many places which have deficient water in 

Balochistan.  

40. Dissent (v) (disagree) I dissent with you disgusting 

idea. 

41. Decent (adj) (nice, polite) He is a decent boy. 

42. Dessert (n) (sweet dish served after meal) I eat 

Gawaderi sweet as dessert after lunch. 

43. Devise (v) (to invent) Thomas Edison invented bulb. 

44. Dye (v) (to color) Nowadays it is fashion that old 

people dye their hair. 

45. Disburse (v) (to give money) Government disbursed 

1000000 to me as an award. 

46. Disperse (v) (scatter) Air disperses plastics. 

47. Discreet (adj) (judicious, showing good judgment) I 

am searching discreet information about my family 

background. 

48. Discrete (adj) (separate) Everyone has his/her 

discrete identification. 

49. Draught (n) (cold air) In morning, air gives draught. 

50. Droop (v) (bow) Do not droop before people, only 

droop before Allah. 

51. Proscribe (v) (to ban) America has proscribed Huawei 

Company to sell its cell phones in the world market. 

52. Soar (v) (to rise) The rocket soared into the air. 
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53. Soot (n) (black smoke) Please sweep the soot of my 

room’s ceiling. 

54. Suite (n) (a set of rooms) I want to build up a 

luxurious suite for me. 

55. Specious (adj) (proper) He lacks specious 

management in the life. 

56. Stationary (adj) (fixed) Honda Company made the 

price of its new branded car stationary for three years. 

57. Strait (n) (narrow passage of water connecting two 

seas) The Bering Strait separates Asia and America. 

58. Teem (v) (full of) Merani Dam is teeming with water. 

59. Tenor (n) (highest adult male singing voice) He has 

thrilling tenor. 

60. Tenure (n) (period) The tenure of Pakistan 

Government is five years. 

61. Genteel (adj) (graceful) He is a genteel boy. 

62. Gilt (adj) (having a golden color) I have a gilt car. 

63. Ghastly (adj) (horrible) Situation is ghastly in 

Balochistan.  

64. Hale (adj) (healthy) Nowadays you are hale after the 

treatment. 

65. Hoard (v) (to store) I am hoarding dramas of 

Shakespeare for my research. 

66. Horde (n) (great number) Protesters are marching 

towards provincial assembly in horde. 
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67.  Idle (adj) (not working) My car has been idle for three 

years. 

68. Imply (v) (express indirectly)Your silence is implying 

your love with Shazia. 

69. Infer (v) (to draw conclusion) It was finally inferred 

that Hussain was corrupt in the team. 

70. Incredible (adj) (unbelievable) His performance was 

incredible. 

71. Incredulous (adj) (not willing) I am incredulous to 

your opinion. 

72. Injunction (n) (official order) Government announced 

an injunction for ceasefire.  

73. Judicious (adj) (wise) Bacon was a judicious person. 

74. Junction (n) (place of meeting) Simla was junction of 

Muslims and British Governor for the deputation. 

75. Exceptionable (adj) (objectionable) Your role in 

politics is exceptionable. 

76. Exceptional (adj) (extra-ordinary) He is an exceptional 

student. 

77. Mane (n) (the long heavy air) I like mane to have. 

78. Merry (adj) (happy) She is a merry girl. 

79. Mettle (n) (courage) I have mettle to face any 

situation whether difficult. 

80. Mete 

81. Implicit (adj) (unquestioning) His role is implicit in the 

politics. 
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82. Morale (n) (courage) I lost my morale in writing 

competition. 

83. Plane (v) (to make smooth) The machine is planning 

the woods for a table. 

84. Plain (adj) (simple, clear) His answer is plain. 

85. Prosecute (v) (to institute a legal suit) The court 

prosecuted me that I persuaded him to kill the person. 

86. Faint (adj) (feeble) Her voice was faint in singing 

competition so she lose it. 

87. Feint (n) (in sport: a quick movement to trick an 

opponent) Bravo made a feint to give a remarkable goal. 

88. Feat (n) (a trick) He often wins games through feats. 

89. Foul (adj) (unpleasant) I had a foul day with you 

yesterday. 

90. Funereal (adj) (gloomy) I spent a funereal day with 

you in journey to Dubai. 

91. Gambol (v) (to run and jump happily) My dog gambols 

in dawn. 

92. Gaol (n) (jail) I have experienced gaol in my life.  

93. Negligent (adj) (not being careful) You are negligent 

about your studies. 

94. Negligible (adj) (small in amount) Your car is 

negligible. 

95. Aggravate (v) (to make worse, to increase) 

Misconception is aggravated by the lack of understanding. 
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96. Aggregate (adj) (total) I am securing aggregate of 

1500 marks. 

97. Rectify (v) (to make correct) If you want to make your 

hotel famous, you have to rectify the problem of waiters 

misbehave to customers. 

98. Choir (n) (a group of singers) I need a choir for my 

marriage party. 

99. Clamant (adj) (noisy) Allah Din Park is clamant. 

100. Claimant (n) (a person who claims) Sheraz is claimant 

of this property after his brother died. 

101. Consort (n) (association) There is a consort between 

lawyers and teachers for their demands. 

102. Credible (adj) (able to be believed) Research must be 

credible. 

103. Cue (n) (signal, hint) We need some cues for 

preparation of C.S.S. Exam. 

104. Alibi (n) (a defense of having been in another place at 

the time of doing) The thief saved himself by claiming an 

alibi that he was out of city at that time. 

105. Alternate (adj) (occurring by turns) I visit my friend on 

alternate Sunday. 

106. Alternative (adj) (offering a choice of two things) I 

was given an alternative option by my boss in the office, 

and I was compelled to obey his rules than to resign the 

office.  
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107. Imaginary (adj) (relating to fantasy) Children often 

dream imaginary ideas. 

108. Imaginative (adj) (relating to imagination) John Keats 

was a great imaginative poet. 

109. Avocation (n) (hobby) My avocation is teaching. 

110. Vocation (n) (occupation) My vocation is singing.  

111. Apposite (adj) (proper) Your idea is apposite for my 

scheme. 

112. Appraise (v) (to estimate) I appraised Anwar would be 

the thief, and I was right. 

113. Apprise (v) (to inform) Head master should apprise all 

staff of his decision. 

114. Apprehend (v) (to arrest someone for a crime) Younus 

was apprehended in the case of stealing a motor bike. 

115. Comprehend (v) (to understand something difficult or 

complex) I comprehended your essay after reading three 

times. 

116. Aural (adj) (relating to ear) Ali is an aural doctor.  

117. Assay (n) (attempt) I am giving many assays to 

become successful in C.S.S. Exam. 

118. Ail (v) (be ill) Do not drink wine so much, you will be 

ailed. 

119. Ale (n) (a drink) I like Adam’s ale. 

120. Aught (pron) I do not care aught for my life. 

121. Ought to (model v) (must) I ought to read hard for my 

success in P.C.S. Exam. 
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122. Antic (adj) (odd) Your attitudes are antic nowadays. 

123. Apathy (n) (indifference) Apathy creates many 

problems in friendships. 

124. Antipathy (n) (dislike) I do not like to create antipathy 

in friendship. 

125. Arc (n) (a part of circle) Draw an arc on your note 

book. 

126. Baleful (adj) (full of anger) He is baleful at me. 

127. Baneful (adj) (dangerous) Terrorism is baneful for the 

country. 

128. Beneficent (adj) (kind) Every father must be 

beneficent to his sons and daughters. 

129. Bourne (n) (boundary) I want to expand my house’s 

bourne. 

130. Burrow (v) (to make holes by digging) The rabbits 

burrow on any part of earth. 

131. Bridle (n) (the headgear) Without a bridle, you cannot 

control yours horse.   

132. Placable (adj) (to stop from being angry) He is a 

placable boy among his friends. 

133. Placeable (adj) (capable of being recognized) My 

shoes are placeable in the shelf for exhibition.  

134. Calender (n) (a machine that finishes cloth) Taxtile 

factories need ten calenders. 

135. Restive (adj) (unwilling to be patient) I am restive for 

marriage. 
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136. Restless (adj) (lack of rest) I am restless in my life due 

to unemployment. 

137. Cemetery (n) (graveyard) Archaeologists found an 

ancient cemetery. 

138. Symmetry (n) (balance) You have to bring symmetry 

in your novel. 

139. Censer (n) (a vessel for burning perfumes) I want to 

buy a censer for my room. 

140. Censor (n) (a person who examines books, movies, 

letters etc) I have been a censor for three years in N.R.S.P. 

141. Censure (v) (to criticize severely) Endymion was 

censured by critics. 

142. Cynosure (n) (a person or thing that attacks 

everyone’s attention) She was cynosure of everyone’s eyes 

in the marriage party. 

143. Cellar (n) (underground room) There are many cellars 

in the torture cell of secret agency. 

144. Chord (n) (a string of musical instrument) There is a 

fault in chords of harmony.  

145. Cord (n) (a string) Balochi dresses are fashioned with 

colorful cords. 

146. Cloak (n) (a piece of clothing that is used as a coat has 

no sleeves) I like a black cloak. 

147. Commend (v) (praise) If you do right things, people 

will commend you. 
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148. Comprise (v) (to contain) My room comprises one 

bed, a sofa set, one table, and one chair. 

149. Compliment (n) (a ceremonious greeting) My mother 

still gives compliment to us. 

150. Confidante (n) (trusted friend) Sattar is my 

confidante.  

151. Amiable (adj) (friendly) Javed is amiable to me 

anytime. 

152. Amicable (adj) (pleasant in spite of difficult situation) 

He was amicable in the tussle between he and me. 

153. Considerable (adj) (noticeable) Your speech is 

considerable. 

154. Considerate (adj) (kind and helpful) Ali is considerate 

friend to me.  

155. Momentary (adj) (lasting for a short time) Your 

success was momentary. 

156. Momentous (adj) (lasting in future) Do such a work 

that will be momentous for you. 

157. Virtuous (adj) (having good moral qualities) He is a 

virtuous person. 

158. Virtual (adj) (be practical in action) He is the virtual 

owner of Oxford University. 

159. Par  

160. At a par 

161. Compliment (n) (remark that expresses an 

admiration) He showed his compliment after success. 
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162. Complement (v) (to make something better) Your 

support in my hardworking complemented my 

preparation. 

163. Complacent (adj) (satisfied) I am not complacent in 

my life. 

164. Complaisant (adj) (willing to please other people) 

Doda is a complaisant boy. 

165. Eminent (adj) (famous, important) Stephen Hawking 

was an eminent person. 

166. Prominent (adj) (very important) Mohammad (PBUH) 

was a prominent prophet. 

167. Below (adv) (in a lower position) You are below your 

brother in education. 

168. Beneath (adv) (to a lower position) I kept a love letter 

beneath the carpet of your room. 

169. Portly (adj) (fat and round) Amjid is a portly person. 

170. Comely (adj) (attractive woman) Gazzala is very 

comely. 

171. Setup (n) (the way in which something is set up) What 

about the setup of picnic? 

172. Set upon (phr v) (to attack someone) He set upon me 

without any reason, and fortunately, I got safe. 

173. Sink (v) (fall down in water) You do not swim in the 

sea, you will sink. 
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174. Drown (v) (to die by being unable to breath) Shelley 

was drowned in the sea while coming from France to 

England. 

175. Altar (n) (a type of table used for ceremonies in 

Christianity) I need an altar. 

176. Alter (v) (to change something) He altered my mind 

for the program of Dubai. 

177. Apposite (adj) (suitable and appropriate) My essay is 

full of apposite ideas. 

178. Opposite (adj) (different) These are opposite cars. 

179. Bear (v) (to tolerate) I bear any hardship in my life. 

180. Bare (adj) (not covered) Many people are living with 

their bare bodies in the world. 

181. Confident (adj) (having confidence) I am a confident 

man. 

182. Confidant (adj) (trusty person) Feroz is a confidant 

friend. 

183. Gate (n) (main entrance) They broke my gate. 

184. Gait (n) (a particular way of walking) I like good gait in 

morning. 

185. Judicial (adj) (court of law) It is a judicial matter. 

186. Judicious (adj) (having good judgment in making 

decision) He has judicious quality for any matter. 

187. Yoke (n) (slavery) We do not accept yoke. 

188. Yolk (n) (the yellow, middle part of egg) I like yolk. 
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189. Affection (n) (feeling of liking) She has much affection 

for me. 

190. Affectation (n) (insincere behavior) English people 

showed much affectation in 16
th

 century. 

191. Official (adj) (relating to office) It is an official letter 

announced. 

192. Officious (adj) (too eager to tell people) Javed is an 

officious man who is disliked in the office.  

193. Urban (n) (city) Wordsworth did not like urban life. 

194. Urbane (adj) (confident, formal and polite) Your 

speech is urbane.  

195. Casual (adj) (happening by chance) It is casual to rain 

in Mekran. 

196. Causal (adj) (causing something) You decision was 

causal in leading me to downfall. 

197. Pour (v) (to throw water over) She poured hot tea on 

me. 

198. Pore (n) (a very small hole in the skin of people or 

animal) There are more than ten pores in your skin.  

199. Humiliation (n) (to make someone ashamed) You did 

not notice my humiliation while making people laugh at 

me. 

200. Humility (n) (the quality of being humble) Humility 

plays positive role in friendship.  

201. Wreck (v) (to destroy) My life is wrecked due to 

conservative thoughts of family members. 
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202. Reek (v) (to have unpleasant smell) Do not eat onion, 

you will reek before people.  

203. Temporal (adj) (relating to earthly life) Your success is 

temporal whether you show extra attitudes.  

204. Temporary (adj) (not lasting) I use your room as 

temporary. 

205. Cession (n) (the act of giving up something such as 

power, property etc.) His father became disappointed with 

his sons, he decided the cession of his property to his 

brother’s sons. 

206. Session (n) (formal meeting) Parliament is busy in 

sessions nowadays. 

207. Canon (n) (a Christian priest) Pope was a great canon. 

208. Cannon (n) (large and heavy gun) Many of armies 

have cannons in modern era.  

209. Barbarism (n) (extreme cruelty) Barbarism was 

common in Europe in earlier time. 

210. Barbarity (n) (cruelty) We do not accept the 

government’s barbarity. 

211. Artisan (n) (artist) He is a good artisan. 

212. Antic (n) (funny and strange behavior) We do not 

bear your antics anymore. 

213. Antique (n) (ancient things) I have collected antiques. 

214. Illusion (n) (an idea which is not true) I have no 

illusions about my talent as rock-star. 
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215. Allusion (n) (indirect reference) Literary works are full 

of allusions. 

216. Aspire (v) (to have a strong want) I am aspired to get 

marry very soon. 

217. Expire (v) (near to end) My passport is expired.  

218. Collision (n) (an accident of two vehicles by hitting to 

each other) There was happened a collision on the high 

way. 

219. Collusion (n) (agreement between two people 

working secretly) You have to work in collusion with the 

terrorist network. 

220. Expedient (adj) (helpful in a particular situation) It is 

expedient to pay him to meet his needs. 

221. Expeditious (adj) (quick) My organization is 

expeditious in replying to his members. 

222. Canvas (n) (piece of cloth used by artist to pain) I 

need two special canvases by Hockney. 

223. Canvass (v) (try to get political support or votes by 

visiting all houses) I am canvassing for Labor Party every 

evening. 

224. Cast (v) (to choose actors play particular parts in a 

film) I cast you as villain in my film Udas. 

225. Caste (n) (a system divides man into classes) The 

caste system is at its peak in India. 

226. Appraise (v) (to examine someone for his qualities) 

Teachers must be appraised after the selection. 
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227. Apprise (v) (to tell someone about something) He 

apprised me about his success. 

228. Continual (adj) (happening repeatedly) The monsoon 

rains are continual. 

229. Continuous (adj) (without a pause) The storm is 

continuous after the heavy rain. 

230. Adapt (v) (to changer behavior so that it is easier to 

live in a particular place) It takes time to adapt us in new 

settlement.   

231. Adopt (v) (to choose as own) He adopted my car. 

232. Artiste (n) (a skilled performer) Shakespeare was an 

artiste. 

233. Mitigate (v) (to make something less harmful) It is 

very difficult how to mitigate the tourism in Pakistan. 

234. Alleviate (v) (to reduce the pain or trouble) Pills do 

not alleviate my pain. 

235. Persecute (v) (Cruelly over a long period of time) The 

terrorism is persecuted over us for 20 years in Pakistan. 

236. Prosecute (v) (to officially accuse a person of 

committing a crime) The High Court prosecuted Younus as 

murderer of Akeel. 

237. Popular (adj) (liked by everyone) Asad is a popular 

person. 

238. Populace (n) (population) Balochistan has a less 

populace. 
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239. Excite (v) (to make someone have strong feelings) He 

is excited for his marriage. 

240. Incite (v) (to encourage someone to do something 

bad) He incited my brother to kill a person. 

241. Voracity (n) (excessive desire to eat) Voracity is not 

good habit for normal person. 

242. Veracity (n) (the quality of being true and honest) 

Veracity plays an important role in making relationship. 

243. Exceptional (adj) (much greater) He has exceptional 

quality. 

244. Exceptionable (adj) (offensive and upsetting) Your 

role is exceptionable in the society.  

245. Ardor (n) (great enthusiasm or love) I have ardor for 

you if you believe. 

246. Order (n) (command) It is my order you go to the river 

to fish for the dinner. 

247. Conquer (v) (to take control of foreign land) British 

conquered many lands. 

248. Concur (v) (to agree with someone) I am concurred 

with you in this regard. 

249. Cite (v) (to mention something as proof) I have cited 

many words of Shakespeare in my research. 

250. Site (n) (place) Nali is a famous site. 

251. Addict (v) (doing something repeatedly) He is now 

addicted to the wine. 
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252. Edict (n) (an official order) The spokesperson of Kamal 

Jamal issued an edict that all drivers would wield iron on 

the right side of their autos.  

253. Proceed (v) (continue as planned) The election is still 

proceeded. 

254. Precede (v) (go before something in time) The 

romanticism is preceded from Shakespeare to 

Wordsworth. 

255. Rite (n) (an act that is part of a usually religious 

ceremony) Eids are rites of Muslims. 

256. Eminent (adj) (important) Sir Syed was an eminent 

person. 

257. Imminent (adj) (happening very soon) The exam of 

matriculation is imminent. 

258. Deference (n) (respect) If you give deference, you will 

receive deference. 

259. Eligible (adj) (having appropriate qualities) You are 

eligible for this post. 

260. Illegible (adj) (impossible to read) Your essay is 

illegible. 

261. Precedent (n) (an action or situation happened 

already) Your behavior is telling your precedent life in 

trouble. 

262. Superficial (adj) (never think about important and 

serious things) You just made a superficial analysis of my 

thesis. 
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263. Superfluous (adj) (not necessary) Your presence is 

superfluous in the meeting.  

264. Immigrant (n) (a person who comes from) Pakistan is 

full of Afghani immigrants. 

265. Emigrant (n) (a person who emigrates) I am emigrant 

in Canada. 

266. Contemptible (adj) (deserving contempt) You are a 

contemptible guy. 

267. Contemptuous (adj) (showing deep hatred) Muslims 

are contemptuous of Hindues. 

268. Outbreak (n) (something suddenly begins) War of 

Independence was an outbreak of Muslims in 1857. 

269. Breakout (n) (a violent escape) The prisoners take 

breakout easily from the central jail of Turbat. 

270. Felicitate (v) (to make happy) He often tries to 

felicitate me. 

271. Layout (n) (the way something is arranged) It is the 

layout of our picnic. 

272. Outlay (n) (an amount of money spent for a particular 

purpose) I need an outlay for Europe. 

273. Seize (v) (to bring something under) Thieve seized my 

house to steel the jewelry last night. 

274. Cease (v) (to stop) Many countries are ready to cease 

the war. 

275. Carrier (n) (a person or thing that carries) I need a 

carrier to carry my goods to the transport. 
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276. Acculturate (v) (to change) Baloch are acculturating 

their culture. 

277. Acclimatize (v) (to adjust to a new climate) You have 

to acclimatize to the weather of Europe after travelling. 

278. Disclosure (n) (making something known) I need 

disclosure of your fact. 

279. Exposure (n) (known to public) Your secrecy is 

exposure. 

280. Rigorous (adj) (very strict) He is rigorous in 

temperament. 

281. Vigorous (adj) (very forceful) French Revolution was 

vigorous. 

282. Ascent (v) (climbs upward) I want to ascent the 

mountain Everest. 

283. Prescribe (v) (a doctor writes as medicines) These 

tablets are prescribed by the doctor to me. 

284. Proscribe (v) (to make something illegal) 

Homosexuality is proscribed in America.  

285. Assent (v) (to agree to) I am assented to your point. 

286. Deface (v) (spoil appearance of something by drawing 

on it) You defaced my drawing by throw ink on it. 

287. Efface (v) (to remove something intentionally) Time 

effaces many memories. 

288. Differ (v) He differs from me in education. 

289. Defer (v) (to postpone) The date of exam is deferred. 
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290. Feat (n) (an act that shows courage, strength) You 

must have feat for climbing the Mount Everest. 

291. Fair (adj) (honest, handsome) He has a fair face 

attracting everyone. 

292. Fare (v) (money paid for something) I fare you 10000 

rupees for your plat. 

293. Enviable (adj) (very desirable) I have an enviable 

reputation for friendship. 

294. Envious (adj) (wishing you had what other person 

has) You are an envious boy. 

295. Verbal (adj) (oral) It is just a verbal fight between 

them. 

296. Verbose (adj) (containing more words unnecessary) 

Your essay is verbose.  

297. Wave (v) (to raise your hand) I waved you last night, 

but you did not respond me standing with your friends on 

a shop. 

298. Waive (v) (officially say you will not use something) 

He waived that this office was not mine. 

299. Flatter (v) (to praise someone for making important) 

She was not beautiful as much as she flattered herself in 

the public. 

300. Flutter (v) (to flap the wings) The parrot fluttered 

when I held it in my palm.  

301. Raze (v) (to destroy completely) My house was razed 

by the storm. 
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302. Adept (adj) (having natural ability to do something) I 

am adept to hand any tussle. 

303. Adapt (v) (to change) I have adapted my plain to a 

new scheme. 

304. Adopt (v) (to choose) I have adopted this cat. 

305. Smell (v) (felt by nose) I smelled the rose flowers 

which are attractive. 

306. Stink (v) (to smell very unpleasant) The perfume 

which you use stinks. 

307. Scent (n) (natural pleasant smell) The Boss perfume 

has a fantastic scent. 

308. Quite (adv) (a little) He talked to me quite. 

309. Quiet (n) (making little noise) Keep quiet in the 

library. 

310. Recourse (n) (using someone or something for help in 

difficulty) The letter you wrote was a recourse for me 

which saved me from the arrest by police. 

311. Resource (n) (natural gift) The country develops 

through the resources. 

312. Premier (adj) (most important) He is a premier person 

in the government. 

313. Premiere (n) (first public performance of a play) It is 

the premiere of PK by Amir Khan. 

314. Ballot (n) (system of secret voting) The public election 

was conducted through the ballot. 
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315. Ballet (n) (a type of dance) The ballet was famous in 

13
th

 century in Europe. 

316. Corps (n) (a military unit) Government should 

increase the corps in order to eliminate the terrorism.  

317. Corpse (n) (dead body) There are many corpses 

shattered on the spot after the blast. 

318. Route (particular direction) 

319. Rout (n) (to defeat completely) I saw a rout of 

Christians walking on foot to their church. 

320. Veil (n) (a piece of material worn by women) Her face 

was covered by the veil. 

321. Vale (n) (valley) My village is a beautiful vale. 

322. Queue (n) (a line of people) There is a queue of 

students waiting to submit their forms. 

323. Cue (v) (signal to do something) There was a police 

raid, he cued me to run away. 

324. Briefing (n) (an act of giving precise instructions or 

information) The government gave the briefing about the 

20
th

 amendment in the constitution.  

325. Debrief (v) (to question someone about work) I am 

debriefed by my boss on daily base. 

326. Dual (adj) (two) My cell phone is dual SIM. 

327. Duel (n) (a formal fight) The armies of Pakistan and 

India are ready for a duel. 

328. All (adv) (the whole) I have read all books of Paulo 

Coelho. 
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329. Awl (n) (a small tool makes holes in wood) We could 

not hole the woods because the awl was missing. 

330. Buoy (n) (a floating object on the top of sea) They 

threw a piece of cloth as a buoy in the river to save the 

swimmers.  

331. Fallow (adj) (a yellowish brown color) I like a fallow 

jacket. 

332. Fellow (n) (associate person) He is my class fellow. 

333. Jewry (n) (Jewish people) I saw a Jewry walking on the 

road on foot. 

334. Jury (n) (a group of people chosen to hear all facts in 

a trial in court) Your case is pending because the jury is not 

ready to set. 

335. Functional (adj) (to be practical) The party is 

functional nowadays. 

336. Dysfunctional (adj) (no to be practical) His business 

seems dysfunctional. 

337. Yew (n) (green tree) I like yews to grow in my 

courtyard. 

338. Eue (unable to find this word in dictionaries) 

339. Allusive (adj) (containing a lot of allusion) Your story is 

allusive completely. 

340. Elusive (adj) (difficult to describe) Your essay is very 

elusive. 
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341. Ladylike (adj) (polite and quiet in way like woman) 

You are ladylike in your attitudes when you behave with 

us. 

342. Ladyship (n) Ladyship plays an important role to build 

up the society. 

343. Altogether (adv) (completely) The story is written 

altogether. 

344. All together (adv) (all at the same time) My all friend 

reached my home after my success. 

345. Ambiguous (adj) (not understood clearly) Your speech 

which you delivered on the stage was ambiguous. 

346. Ambivalent (adj) (having to opposing feelings at the 

same time to someone or something) It is not good you 

are ambivalent to me instead of helping you. 

347. Deduce (v) (to use logic and reason to form a 

conclusion or opinion) This is not a minor issue. You have 

to deduce on it.  

348. Imply (v) (to express something in an indirect 

way) He implied his love before Bushra. 

349. Differ from (v) (to be not like) Everyone differs 

from other. 

350. Differ with (v) (to disagree) He differs with me in 

this issue. 

351. Occlude (v) (to close) The road was occluded by 

police through containers. 
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352. Occult (v) (to cover) I occult my courtyard by 

planting trees.  

353. Avenge (v) (to do harm someone who has 

harmed you in return) He challenged to avenge me in 

public. 

354. Revenge (v) (harm done to someone) He 

revenged against me as I slapped him before his 

brother. 

355. Caret (n) (a mark used in writing) I found two carets in 

my manuscript. 

356. Carat (a unit for measuring the weight of jewels) 

357. Revel (v) (to take part in a celebrity) Every nation 

revels on its independence day. 

358. Reveal (v) (to show) He revealed his love affairs to 

me. 

359. Aviary (n) (a large cage) I need an aviary for my birds. 

360. Apiary (n) (a place where people keep bees) I found 

an apiary. 

361. Demean (v) (to cause someone to become less 

respected) He often demeans me before my friends. 

362. Brooch (n) (a kind of jewelry) The bride looks ugly 

without wearing brooch. 

363. Broad (adj) (very wide) He is very broad minded 

person. 

364. Fain (adj) (glad, ready) I am fain in writing books. 

365. Feign (v) (to pretend) He feigns to be mad. 
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366. Hoard (n) (a large amount of something valuable that 

is kept hidden) Government does not secure a hoard 

collected from public property. 

367. Horde (n) (a large group of people) There is coming a 

horde of tourists in our valley. 

368. Delusion (n) (a false idea) He is just showing delusion 

about the business. 

369. Auger (n) (a sharp tool used for making hole) Your 

auger is blunt. 

370. Augur (n) (predictor) Ali is an augur. 

371. Simulation (n) (to conceal true feelings) Simulation is 

not good habit before parents. 

372. Dissimulation (n) (to conceal one’s true feelings or 

intentions) He often does dissimulation before the friends. 

373. Trifling (adj) (trivial) You have the trifling idea. 

374. Venal (adi) (willing to do dishonest things in return for 

money) It is common to do venal action in modern era. 

375. Venial (adi) (not serious) Akbar is venial in his life. 

376. Depreciate (v) (to lower in value) He wanted to 

depreciate me in public, but all went in vain.  

377. Deprecate (v) (to criticize) He deprecated my work 

published before his work, although both are in same 

category. 

378. Punctual (adj) (doing something at correct time) He is 

a punctual student. 
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379. Punctilious (adj) (very careful) He is very punctilious in 

his life. 

380. Salutary (adj) (having a good result after something 

unpleasant has happened) Jail is a salutary place for the 

criminals. 

381. Salubrious (adj) (clean, pleasant and healthy to live) 

Life needs salubrious air to live. 

382. Moat (n) (a deep and wide ditch filled with water that 

goes around the walls of a place to protect it from being 

attacked) Muslims were saved by moat in the battle of 

ditch. 

383. Mote (aux v) (may) I mote pass the C.S.S. Exam. 

384. Loath (adj) (to be unwilling to do something) I am 

loath to participate in politics. 

385. Loathe (v) (to hate someone or something) Rashid 

often loathes me whenever he sees me in happiness. 

386. Affluence (n) (having a lot of money) I need affluence 

to change my life. 

387. Effluence (n) (a thing that flows forth) Water is 

effluence. 

388. Wretch (n) (a very unhappy and unpleasant person) 

He is a wretch in the life.  

389. Retch (v) (to vomit or to react in a way as if you are 

vomiting) Moula Baksh has been retching since last night. 
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390. Euphemistic (adj) (a word or phrase used to avoid 

offensive word) Senior is euphemistic word for elder 

people. 

391. Euphuistic (adj) (an elegance of language) Dryden’s 

works are euphuistic. 

392. Amoral (adj) (without moral principles) He likes a life 

that must be amoral. 

393. Immoral (adj) (morally wrong) Javed is an immoral 

person. 

394. Imperial (adj) (relating to an emperor or empire) 

Imperial period was gone since the democracy came into 

existence. 

395. Imperious (adj) (showing proud and unpleasant 

attitude of someone who orders and expects others to 

obey him) Salman behaved with me in imperious manner 

while we were working in collaboration. 

396. Degrade (v) (to lower in rank and status) Your bad 

attitudes degrade you in the society. 

397. Denigrate (v) (to say someone or something is not 

important) You should not denigrate me, I am more than 

you. 

398. Precipitate (v) (to make something happen soon) Fear 

of failing in job test precipitated me into action to read 

more. 
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399. Precipitous (adj) (happening in a very quick and 

sudden way) His marriage was precipitous which shocked 

everyone. 

400. Luxuriant (adj) (growing thickly, strongly and well) My 

uncle has a luxuriant house. 

401. Luxurious (adj) (comfortable and expensive) Everyone 

wants luxurious life. 

402. Mean (v) (to express something, idea, fact or thought) 

I mean the modern era is full corrupt people. 

403. Mien (n) (a person’s appearance or facial expression) 

Your aristocratic mien is telling all about you whether you 

pretend or not. 

404. Observance (n) (the practice of following a custom, 

rule, law, etc.) Hosting the guest is the observance of 

Baloch. 

405. Knotty (adj) (complicated and difficult to solve) The 

question paper was knotty. 

406. Ghostly (adj) (relating to ghost) It was a ghostly 

dream. 

407. Ghastly (adj) (unpleasant) Today weather is ghastly. 

408. Hew (v) (to shape something by cutting with a heavy 

tool) I hewed logs to build a cabin.  

409. Hue (n) (a particular shade of a given color) In the 

water of my pool, there is a marvelous hue glimmers day 

time. 
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410. Adverse (adj) (not good) He is always adverse to me 

as if I snatched his fiancée. 

411. Averse (adj) (strongly dislike or oppose to) He is 

averse to dance on the stage. 

412. Maize (n) (a tall plant grows in many parts of world) I 

want to grow maize in my courtyard. 

413. Maze (v) (to shock someone) It mazed me when I saw 

Ahmed wearing a wig. 

414. Medal (n) (a small piece of metal) I want to win the 

gold medal in MPhil. 

415. Meddle (v) (to participate in others’ works without 

being asked) Ahmad always meddles in things which do 

not belong to him. 

416. Ordinance (n) (a law or rule made by government) 

Government should pass the ordinance for the disable 

persons. 

417. Ordnance (n) (all military weapons) A country suffers 

in backwardness if it lacks ordnance. 

418. Willful (adj) (done deliberately) It is a willful 

conspiracy made against me. 

419. Capitol (n) (the building in which a state legislature 

meets) A secret meeting of army was held in the capitol. 

420. Assay (n) (an examination or test) The gold was put in 

the assay to make purify. 

421. Decree (n) (an official statement or order) Many 

persons were imprisoned by the decree of court. 
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422. Desolate (adj) (very lonely and sad) My life is 

desolate. 

423. Dissolute (adj) (immoral) He is leading a dissolute life. 

424. Species (n) (a set of animals or plants) World is full of 

different species. 

425. Specie (n) (rupee, coin) Rupee is Pakistan’s specie. 

426. Tortuous (adj) (not simple) We took our journey in a 

tortuous route. 

427. Torturous (adj) (causing torture) Your idea is 

torturous to me. 

428. Whet (v) (to increase interest of someone) The 

Alchemist whetted my appetite to read more novels. 

429. Adjoin (v) (joined with something) My room adjoins 

my drawing room. 

430. Adjourn (v) (to postpone) The meeting was adjourned 

for further notice. 

431. Allay (v) (to make quiet) Nurse allayed me when I was 

admitted in the hospital. 

432. Ally (v) (to join another) I ally myself with NRSP for 

the better future. 

433. Clique (n) (a small, closed off group of people) We are 

a clique from the school. 

434. Distract (v) (to draw someone’s attention away) You 

tried to distract me from watching the movie. 

435. Detract (v) (to take away) You tried to detract my 

main idea but you got failed. 
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436. Liable (adj) (legally responsible for something) If the 

court orders me to go to the jail, you are liable of it. 

437. Libel (n) (publishing a false statement to cause people 

have a bad opinion of someone) It was just a libel put on 

me that I was involved in persuading Ahmed to commit 

suicide.   

438. Plaintiff (n) (a person who accuses another person of 

crime in the court)  Your plaintiff did not do well, he 

caused me to suffer in the jail without any reason. 

439. Plaintive (adj) (having a sad sound) He sang a song in 

a plaintive manner as if someone close left him. 

440. Valet (n) (an employee of hotel who serves guests) 

We have to find a good valet to entertain us at Beach 

Luxury Hotel. 

441. Variet  

442. Monitor (v) (to observe or watch) You monitor the 

students in the class. 

443. Mentor (v) (to advise or train a younger less 

experienced) My mother always mentors me before leaves 

the room. 

444. Penitence (n) (feeling of deep sadness because you 

have done something wrong) He is suffering in penitence 

because he has abused his father. 

445. Penance (n) (to tolerate the suffering of a sin) I am 

facing the penance because of raping a teenage girl. 
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446. Zealot (n) (one who has excessive devotion to a 

cause) I have literary zealot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pairs of Words of Past Papers 

 

1. Ever (adv) (at any time, at all times) Inflation will 

increase ever in Pakistan. 

2. Aver (v) (to declare positively) I aver to you that if you 

do not pay attention to your career, you will lose it. 

3. Glade (n) (a grassy open space in forest) I am sitting in 

glade. 

4. Glad (adj) (very happy) I am glad to see you after a 

long time. 

5. Cobble (v) (to repair shoes) The cobbler cobbled my 

shoes badly. 

6. Coble (n) (a kind of boat) I want sail on a coble. 
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7. Popular (adj) I am a popular person in my society. 

8. Populous (adj) (having a large population) China is a 

populous country.  

9. Vain (adj) (too proud of your own appearance) She is 

a vain girl. 

10. Vein (n) (any tube carries blood in body) There is a 

barrier in vein of his heart. 

11. Lend (v) (to give money as a return) I lend you 10000 

rupees to do your work, and you will return to me within 

two months. 

12. Borrow (v) (to take money from others) You borrow 

me 10000 rupees, I will return to you within three months. 

13. Human (adj) (affecting people) The dog of Ka’af had 

human qualities. 

14. Humane (adj) (kind and gentle) He is a humane 

person. 

15. Currant (n) (a dry fruit) Currant is my favorite dry 

fruit. 

16. Current (adj) (happening in present time) Kashmir 

issue is a current news. 

17. Example (n) (model) Give us true examples. 

18. Specimen (n) (example) Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) 

is the best specimen of leadership.  

19. Eminent (adj) (well-known and respected) Mr. Been is 

an eminent person. 
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20. Imminent (adj) (happening very soon) Our 

examination is imminent. 

21. Adopted (v) (to take a child or have) In ancient time, 

the kings often adopted children.  

22. Adapted (v) (to change your behavior so that it is 

easier to live in a particular place) I have adapted myself to 

the weather in Quetta. 

23. Altogether (adv) (completely) I have read this book 

altogether. 

24. All together (adv) (all) The students marched to the 

office of head master all together. 

25. Most (adj) (the majority of) Most people like to 

change the tradition. 

26. More (adj) (extra, additional) I need more money for 

my education. 

27. Defy (v) (to refuse to obey someone or something) I 

defy you as my senior in the office. 

28. Deify (v) (to treat someone or something like a god) 

Ancient people deified Aristotle. 

29. Corps (n) (a military unit) Government increase corps 

to eradicate the terrorism in the country. 

30. Corpse (n) (dead body) There are more than hundred 

corpses shattered on the road. 

31. Afflict (v) (to cause pain or suffering) Do not smoke 

cigarette excessively, it afflicts you badly. 
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32. Inflict (v) (affected by something unpleasant) These 

tablets inflict you the more. 

33. Faction (n) (a group within a large group) Party was 

divided into faction. 

34. Fiction (n) (a written story that is not true) Nowadays 

I am interest in reading fictions. 


